
The process Portfolio does not

ex,is{TtreprocFstpgrtfolio,'
is not a Phgsieal objeet lt' I

is a digital record of gour

deve!opmgnt as'an,Artist; :

,ttsliqul- be.coneidered,
as a collation of evidence

to,beviewed onscrgen'bg' , 
,

an externalexaqiner:'This',
should guide gour qelection of

evidencewhen gou cljrale gour

process portfolio submi'bsiont

Medium Isingular]/media
Iplural]: refers to the more

specific materials used in

an art-making practice such

as watercolour, charcoal and

plaster. ln the art-making forms

table, these are listed after the

given forms.

Technical and material
practice: refers to the asPects

of an artist's art-making

practice that is concerned

with the form of the work:

specificallg, the choices and

decisions made about media

and materials, as well as

technique and aPPlication.

Conceptual Practice: refers

to the asPects of an artist's

art-making Practice that is

concerned with intent, and the

visual communication of ideas.

What is the process Portfolio?
The process portfolio task is the largest externally assessed component

of the visual arts course, wofih 40"/" of. youl total mark for visual arts,

so it puts a high value on the art-making processes you engage in as a

part ;f your practice as a developing artist. It is uploaded to the IB for

irr.tt-.ttt as a single portable document flle (PDF)'

In the process poftfolio you need to show evidence of an art-making

process that demonstrates:

o that you have experimented with and manipulated a variety of

media and techniques, and selected art-making materials, media

andtechniquesthatareapplopriatetoyoulaltisticintentions

. that your aft-making plactice has been informed by eritical investigation

of artists, artworks and artistic genres and provides evidence of how

these have influenced and impacted your own artwork

ohowyourinitialideasandintentionshavebeenformedandhow
yorrhuu"madeconnectionsbetweenthetechniquesemployed'the
ihot".t media and ideas you wish to communicate

o how you review and refine your ideas, skills, processes and

techniques,andreflectiononyourdevelopmentasavisualartist.

Inaddition,thescreensyousubmitmustbeclearlyandcoherent\
presented with fluent use of subject-specific language'

To compile your process portfolio you will need to critically review all

the woik you have undertaken throughout the course and carefully

select the materials which document youl expelimentation, exploration,

manipulation and refinement of your technical and material practice

as an artist. You will also need to show the development of your ideas in

your conceptual practice as an artist'

You do not have to represent all of the artwork that you produce

throughout the coursi in the process portfolio. This should be documented

in your visual arts journal. Here select the evidence that demonstlates

most clearly that you have met the course requirements and shows your

strongest achievements against the assessment criteria. This evidence

could be drawn from youi visual arts journal as well as other sketchbooks,

notebooks, and so ott, brrt could also include photos of preliminary work

such as sketches, maquettes and other incomplete or unresolved pieces

that may have been signiflcant in the development of other pieces in your

body of work. rdeally, ihese examples should have led to the creation of

both resolved and unresolved works and they should be carefu\ selected

so that you can achieve the highest levels of the assessment criteria.

The most useful source of evidence for use in your plocess portfolio will

probably be your visual arts joumal, so treat every entry in your visual

arts journal as a potential process portfolio screen'
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are the requirements of the process portfolio?
process portfolio does not exist as a physical object; it is not a

notebook, workbook, sketchbook oI your visual arts journal, but all of

these things can be used to contribute material to it. It needs to show your

development as an artist through ongoing investigation into other artists

and artworks, into a variety of forms and media, and provide evidence of

how you develop a body of work, from initial ideas through to realization,

and it is wolth a substantial 4Oo/" of your total assessment in visual arts.

Such a significant task must have some speciflc requirements'

In any assessment task, requirements ale set to give all candidates the

same scope or boundaries within which to complete the task. Penalties

usually apply if a student fails to meet the minimum requirement, and

sometimes if they exceed it, such as going over a word limit in an essay.

while the process portfolio is, by design, an open-ended task to cater

for a wide range of art-making practices, the Diploma Programme

Visual arts guide does state some specific requirements for the task.

Failing to meet these requirements will negatively impact the mark you

ultimately receive for this task, so a good place to start is to identify the

requirements and keep these in the back of your mind as you stalt youl

art-making practice. The requirements are different for standard level

(SL) and higher level (HL) students.

Formal requirements of the task-SL
sL students submit 9-18 screens which evidence their sustained

experimentation, exploration, manipulation and reflnement of a variety

of art-making activities. For SL students the submitted work must be

in at least two art-making forms, each from sepalate columns of the

art-making forms table.

Formal requirements of the task-HL
HL students submit l)-25 screens which evidence their sustained

experimentation, exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of

art-making activities. For HL students the submitted work must have been

created in at least three art-making forms, selected from a minimum of two

columns of the art-making forms table.

Diploma Programme Visuol arts guide, page 45

The number of screens
The number of screens required is given as a range: 9-18 for SL; 13-25

for HL. This difference reflects the length of the coulse at each level:

the SL course is l2O hours, while the HL course is 240 hours. In the

process portfolio, SL and HL students' work is judged against the same

assessment criteria and students are therefore expected to produce work
of similar quality. HL students are just expected to produce more'

As the process portfolio is uploaded as a single portable document flle

(pDF) with a maximum file size of 20 megabytes, it is possible to upload

work that falls over or under the specifled range of the required number

of screens. No direct penalty is applied for this. A process portfolio that

isbelow the minimum number of screens is likely to be self-limiting and

is unlikely to achieve a high level, while examiners ale not permitted to

consider any scleens that are in excess of the maximum number of screens.

Forms: in art-making, the broad,

generalized categories of

creative endeavours such as

painting, drawing and sculPture.

ln the art-making forms table,

forms are denoted bg bold text.

Process: in art-making,

process refers to the means

to the end Ior productJ. lt is

an operation that involves a

range of cognitive [orthinkingJ
and practical methods or

techniques that are emPloged

when gou are engaged in an art-

making activitg.

Process versus product

ln pairs, small groups or as a

class, debate the question,

"ls process more important

than product in the visual

arts?" Choose an affirmative

position {that is, "process is

more important"J or a negative

position [that is, "product is

more important"J and in gour

argument, consider examPles

from art historg that suPport

Uour position.
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From the outset, plan to submit
the maximum number of

screens permissible for the
process portfolio at gour level.

Ang less and gou are likelg

to be selling gour art-making

practice short. Remember, gour

examiner is not familiar with

gour work in the same wag

that Uou and gourteacherare,
so Uou need to be informative

and clearlg articulate

gour intentions, ideas and

processes, as well as justifging

the artistic decisions gou make

throughout the course.

The number of art'making forms
The course has been designed to encourage visual arts students to
experience a broad range of art-making forms, and you must give

evidence of this in your process portfolio. At SL, students submit
evidence of work created in at least two arl-making forms, each from
separate columns of the art-making forms table, while at HL, students

submit evidence of work created in at least three arl-making forms,

selected from a minimum of two columns of the art-making forms table.

Students that fail to do this can only receive a maximum of 3 marks

from a possible 12 under assessment criterion A for the plocess ponfolio.

This is a substantial penalty, so it is important that you understand the

art-making forms table.

It is of critical importance that there is enough visual evidence of
your engagement with the minimum number of art-making forms for
you to achieve higher than 3 marks for this component. Sketches of

a proposed sculpture are not sufficient evidence of having worked in
three-dimensional forms. Similarly if you work in lens-based, electronic

and screen-based forms, you need to include sufficient evidence of

involvement in the process. You need to provide evidence of proof
sheets, test strips, darkroom experimentation, screenshots of screen-

based work in development, photographs or diagrams of studio or
improvised lighting set-ups.

The art-making forms table

TWo-dirnensional forms Three-dimensional forms Lens-based, electronic and
screen-based forms

Drawing: such as charcoal,
pencil, ink, collage

Painting: such as acrylic, oil,
watercolour, murals

Printmaking: such as relief,
intaglio, planographic, chine
coll6

Graphics: such as illustration
and design, graphic novel,
storyboard

Carved sculpture: such as

carved wood, stone, block

Modelled sculpture: such as

wax, polymer clays

Constructed sculpture:
such as assemblage, bricolage,
wood, plastic, paper, glass

Cast sculpture: such as plaster,

wax, bronze, paper, plastic, glass

Ceramics: such as hand-built
forms, thrown vessels, mould-
made objects

Designed objects: such as

fashion, architectural models,
interior design, j ewellery

Site specific/ephemeral:
such as land art, installation,
performance art

Textiles: such as fibre,
weaving, constructed textiles

fime-based and sequential
art: such as stop-motion,
digital animation, video art

Lens media: such as

analogue (wet) photography,
digital photography, montage

Lens-less media: such
as photogram/rayograph,
scenography, pinhole
photography, cyanotype,
salted paper

Digital/screen based: such
as vector graphics, software
developed painting, design
and illustration

Diploma Programme Visuol orts guide, page 45



To satisfy the requirement, you will need to ensure that you cover the
required number of forms (the terms in bold), not just different media.
The list of media is not considered exhaustive, but you should talk to
your teacher if you want to include any medium that does not appear
on the table to decide in which category and form it best fits.

A student example: Scarlett

{r/
"\/*ili' ','r\h

\
\i

I
Scar/e4 Abstracted Face fb/lnd
contour drawingJ, felttip pen an
Fabriano paper, 22 cm x 20 cm

Scarlett, Reclining Nude fblind c ontou r
drawingJ, felttip pen on Fabriano pape6

22cmx20cm

Scarlett,Reclining UpperTorso - Protile, felttip L Scarlett,Mask no 2,

pen and water on fabriano paper,

47cmx52cm
aluminium wire, 770 mm x
250 mm x 100 mm

In Scarlett's development as an artist, she quickly realized that she
had a strong interest in the human form. In her investigations, she
came across the work of Brooklyn-based contemporary artist Ian
Sklarsky, who uses blind contour drawings to explore the human
form. In discussing the artist with her teacher, Scarlett resolved to try
the technique of blind contour drawing herself during a series of life
drawing classes. Blind contour drawing is a technique of drawing that
is used to train the eye and hand to work in sync. Instead of looking
at the surface upon which you are drawing, you never take your
eye off the subject, and as your eye slowly traces the contour of the
subject, your hand moves in synchronization with the eye in a single
continuous line. o
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Initially, she used conventional life drawing media, such as charcoal,
pencil and cont6 but, encouraged by her teacher, she began using
black felt tip pens. "I liked the drawings I was completing, and so I
decided to continue the exploration of this medium. It is very quick
and easy to do, although some of the works sometimes don't end up
being successful".

Scarlett quickly built up a folio of contour line drawings. As a process,
blind contour helped her discover and experiment with the properties
of line as an element of design, and lead to her undertaking some
sculptural work with aluminium armature wire. Influenced by some
wire forms Scarlett saw by contemporary artist Gavin Worth, she
quickly began making wire versions of some of her more successful
blind contour drawings. In the beginning, these were no more than
drawings in wire, but as she investigated wire sculptors more broadly
and became more fluent with the medium, the wire drawings started
to become increasingly three-dimensional, staning with wire form
masks. These sculptures are consistent with her other works, as they
explore line, and are similar to the blind contour drawings, where
one continuous line is used to represent the form.

If Scarlett was an SL candidate, she would have already satisfied the
art-making forms table requirement, having created work in drawing,
black felt tip pen, as well as sculpture, wire form masks, completing at
least two art-making forms, each from separate columns of the art-
making forms table.

However, if Scarlett was an HL candidate, she would need to create
more work in different forms. She has already satisfled the minimum
in terms of forms from at least two of the table's columns (two-
dimensional forms and three-dimensional forms), but needs to create
work in at least one additional form other than drawing and sculpture.

She could do this in a range of ways that might include:

o developing one of the more successful life drawings into an oil
painting (two-dimensional forms, p ainting: oil painting)

o taking a pre-ground etching plate into a life drawing class and
completing a blind contour drawing directly onto the ground with
a scribe, biting the plate in acid and producing an edition of the
print (two-dimensional forms, printmaking: intaglio)

. using one of the flat wire drawings to produce a photogram on
black and white photography paper or cyanotype paper (lens-
based, electronic and screen-based forms: photographic medial

I using a torch to draw a continuous line drawing in front of a
camera with an open (bulb) shutter in a dark room (lens-based,
electronic and screen-based forms: lens-based media).

These ideas are not exhaustive, nor would they necessarily result in a
work that might be sophisticated enough for inclusion in the exhibition,
but by experimenting with any one of these ideas, Scarlett would satisfy
the HL requirement of working in at least three art-rnaking forms, selected
from a minimum of two columns of the arl-making forms table.
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Avoiding duplication of work
The final requirement for the process portfolio concerns the
duplication of work. Duplication is a form of academic misconduct
that is sometimes referred to as ,,self-plagiarism,,, ,,recycling,, or
"double dipping". It occurs when a student's work assessed in one
subject or component is also submitted and assessed for another
subject or component.

The screens submitted for assessment for the process portfolio must
not contain images of resolved or finished works that are submitted
as a part of the exhibition component. This is important in the process
portfolio, as in addition to selected pages or extracts from the visuar
arts journal and other notebooks and sketchbooks, students can submit
preliminary artworks as screens in their process portfolio submission.
The inclusion of resolved arrwork from the exhibition might be mistaken
for preliminary work.

It is permissible to show the entire process of a work that is included
in the exhibition, as long as it is stated alongside the reproduction
of the work that the image is the finar resolved work ai included in
the exhibition. This is an academic honesty requirement to prevent
duplication of assessment between the process portfolio and exhibition
components. It prevents examiners from mistakenly assuming a work is
a preliminary or practice piece.

It is also critically important that you include full citations next to any
image of your own artworks in the same way you would acknowledge
the work of another artist. This herps examiners distinguish between
your work and other artists'works, but also makes very clear the form
and media you have worked in (to satisfy the minimum requirements)
as well as giving the examiner a sense of the scale in which you are
working. Do not use your own name. use the phrase "candidate,s own
work" or "my own work" as the authenticity of the assessment process
requires student identity to be anonymous.

An example of suitable organization of citation lines is:

My own work

Title of work

Medium (for example, Oil on canvas)

Size (for example, l20cm x 60cm)

Assessment criteria for the process portfolio
The assessment criteria for the process portfolio do not refer to the
specific content of the task, although some may refer to the need
for you to show specific kinds of content knowledge and skilrs. The
criteria concentrate more on the generic skills thaiyou are expected to
demonstrate.

criteria that are considered to be more important are given a grearer
number of achievement levers. In the case of the process po.,f"otio,
greater weighting is given to criterion A: skills, techniques and
pr0cesses with a maximum of l2 marks available. criterion B: critical

While the fonnat for a screen is
not prescribed, it is important
to think about the end user:
the examiner. Most examiners
will mark the process portfolio
on a laptop or home computer.
Ensure each screen is oriented
correctlg fthe right wag up]
throughout the submission.
Most computer monitors are
oriented horizontallg, so it
might be worth presenting gour
screens horizontallg. Most
monitors use a widescreen
format, so trg working
with a 1600 x 900 pixel
format. This will ensure Uour
process portfolio will fill gour
examiner's screen.
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Criterion A: skills, techniques

and processes is a big deal.

Criterion A is worth the most

out ofall ofthe process

portfolio criteria, over 35% of

Uour total process portfolio

mark. This is twice as much

as criterion B, C or D and three

times as much as criterion

E. Therefore, it makes good

sense to include an equivalent

proportion of gour process

portfolio screens to sufticientlg
cover the requirements of

criterion A. Assuming that
criterion E: presentation and

subject-specific language

will be demonstrated on each

screen, a good guide is up to

eight screens in an SL process

portfolio and ten screens in an

HL process portfolio.

investigation; criterion C: communication of ideas and intentions; and

criterion D: reviewing, reflning and reflecting each attlact a possible

maximum of 6 marks each. Criterion E: presentation and subject-specifl

language has a maximum of 4 marks available.

Each assessment criterion has level descriptors describing speciflc levels

of achievement together with an applopriate range of marks. The level

descriptors concentrate on positive achievement, although for the lowet

levels failure to achieve may be included in the description.

It is essential to refer to the assessment criteria when compiling your
process portfolio submission to ensure that your efforts are awarded

with the highest mark possible, but it is equally important to be familiar

with the descriptors throughout the course so that you are mindful of

expectations as you undertake your work.

The examiner marking your work will not be interested in individual
works, how well resolved they are technically, or how well they conve]

your intentions. Rather, the examiner is interested in your overall art-

making practice, the processes that you were engaged in to develop you

works of art.

Understanding criterion A: skills, techhiques and process

The descriptors in each criterion reflect the qualities in your work that

will be assessed. Criterion A requires you to provide evidence that you

have purposefully experimented with the range of media and forms.

Remember that in this assessment criterion, you need to show that you

have engaged in an art-making practice that has had sufficient bleadth

to meet the minimum requirements (creating work in at least tw7 art'
making forms, each from separate columns of the art-making forms

table for SL; at HL, creating in at least three arl-making forms, selected

from a minimum of two columns of the art-making forms table). This

assessment criterion will penalize you if you have not done this, makin

a maximum of only 3 marks available out of a possible 12, so covering i

range of forms and media is crucial'

Additionally, you need to show how you have manipulated the various

skills, techniques and plocesses you have used to realize your artistic

intentions. Finally you need to show evidence of sensitivity to the

selection and use of materials; that the materials used are appropriate, t

the best choice, for the work you are undertaking.

Choosing Uour evidence

There is a range of evidence that can be used to show experimentation

and manipulation of skills, techniques and processes which are

appropriate and consistent with your artistic intentions. These could

include:

o single pages scanned directly from your visual arts journal

o single pages scanned directly from your visual arts journal, but
with annotations added (possibly electronically) while compiling

the process portfolio to further clarify, update, reflect or make

connections to other screens in the submission
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. compilations of smaller extracts scanned directly from your visual
arts journal then compiled to correlate with each other to illustrate a
particular aspect of your art-making practice

o screenshots of "work in progress" taken from a range of digital art-
making platforms, with additional annotations explaining what is
being done in each shot and why it is being done

o slides completely developed using programs like Microsoft@
PowerPoint@ that use images, graphics and text

o photographs of preliminary work that you have undertaken such
as designs, cartoons, sketches, artist's proofs, maquettes and other
mock-ups with annotations such as title, media and size

o photographs of resolved works that were not included in the exhibition,
but nonetheless were an important part of the art-making process.

If a student has failed to meet the minimum requirements (such as
in the selection of a sufficient range of forms and media), the process
portfolio will only reach the lowest achievement level for this criterion.
The lowest level will also be awarded if the process pofifolio is
"incoherent". An incoherent submission means little thought has been
given in the selection and assembly of evidence so that there is little
apparent correlation between one screen and the next. To develop a
coherent process portfolio, it is important the evidence you assemble
justifies your choice of media, techniques and processes and that you
clearly articulate the direction and purpose of the work undertaken.

using gour smartphone smartlg

Most students todag have

some form of smart device with
them at all times. Whether this
is a phone or an MP3 device,

most have a digital camera of
a reasonable qualitg. lf gour

school's policies permit it, use

gour device to photograph gour
work regularlg at various stages.

You can even ask friends to
photograph gou working on Uour
work.lf gou printthese images

and include them in gourvisual
arts journal with annotations,

theg can be used as evidence
in gour process portfolio of gour
involvemeftt in the art-making
process, gour experimentation
with materials, or even to
explain the process involved in

producing an artwork.

Criterion A
descriptors

Possible evidence
TWo-dimensional

forms
Three-dimensional

forms
Lens-based, electronic

and screen-trased forms
Experimentation
and manipulation
of skills,

techniques and
processes

Research-based investigation
in media and techniques.

Drawing: pages from
the visual arts journal
showing comparisons of
the expressive qualities of
various drawing media

Painting: annotated
photographs of experiments
with colour palettes and
paint media

Printmaking: annotated
photographs of artist's
proofs using various inks
and papers

Graphics: annotated
photographs oI preliminary
designs, pages from visual
arts journal showing
alternative renderings

Research-based investigation
in media and techniques.

Sculpture (all forrns) :

pages from visual arts journal
showing photographic record
of method

Annotated photographs of
maquettes

Designed objects: pages
from visual arts journal
showing mood-board style
consideration of various
surface treatments

Site specific/ephemeral:
pages from visual arts journal
showing photographic or
graphic record of site survey

Textiles: pages from visual
arts,journal with annotated
fibre and fabric swatches,
dye samples and so on

Research -based investigation
in media and techniques.

Tirne-based and
sequential art: screenshots
of work in progress taken
from a range of digital
art-making platforms, with
additional annotations

Lens media: annotated
proofs, contact sheets and
test strips

Lens-less media: annotated
proofs, interesting failures and
experiments, photographic
documentation of process

Digital/screen based:
screenshots of work in
progress taken from a

range of digital art-making
platforms, with additional
annotations
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I

0riginalitg in art: when
does "inspiration" become
plagiarism?

ln small groups, investigate the
terms "appropriation", "parodg"

and "pastiche". Discuss how
important originalitg is in art.
At what point does taking
inspiration from another artist
or artwork become plagiarism?

Any documentation in the process portfolio should include visual
examples that demonstrate your direct involvement with the actual
work, with examples of developmental processes, technical efforts,
and reflection on both formal and expressive qualities, as this begins to
address other assessment criteria, while adding value to criterion A.

U ndersta n d i ng criterion B: critica I i nvestigation
When you are engaged in an art-making practice, you make art as pafi
of a long history of various art-making traditions and conventions. you
do not make art inside a bubble. To live in the 2lst century is to live in a
world bombarded by visual imagery that you perceiye and ,,read,, the same
way you comprehend your native tongue. whether you are conscious of it
or not, your immersion in a visual culture informs your art-making.

critically investigating the work of other artists and consciously allowing
their work and practices to inform your own expands your repertoire
and visual vocabulary. This will greatly enrich your own art-making
practices, both technically and conceptually, giving greater depth and
sophistication to your work, and fluency in visual communication.

Where do I begin?
I(nowing where to start with critical investigation is a challenge when
you want to begin making art. Looking at afi" is a visual experience
initially, before it becomes a cerebral one, so being able to browse for
something that you like or are drawn to is important.

Art museums and galleries are fantastic resources. Always take your visual
arts journal with you (or a smaller companion notebook and transfer
ideas to your journal later). Record the date of your visit. Browse the
collection until you find works that make you want to stop and consider
them further. when you do this, record the details of the work from the
wall text. Always include the artist's name, their nationality, date of birth
to date of death, the title of the work, the date of completion, the medium
and the size. Make sketches of the work. Then start reflecting upon what
made you stop at this work. Was it familiar to you - a work you may
have seen in a textbook before? was it the subject matter or the style of
representation? was it something about the visual qualities of the work?

Tly to articulate exactly what has captured your attention. Now you
have a starting point. From here you can do further investigation. you
could find other works by the same artist, or by other artists working in
the same period or style.

If you do not have ready access to galleries and museums, good quality books
on art can also be useful. start with general books that cover a broad range of
styles, and as you find work that appeals to you, narrow your search.

A Ullens Centre for Contemporarg Art,
Beijing, China. A student makes the
most of a museum field trip, making
a detailed studU of the exhibited
artwork.
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Selection
of materials
appropriate to
intentions

Across all forms

Your process portfolio should include evidence that for each concept you are trying to
give visual and physical form to as an artwork, you have considered what form and
medium is most likely to enable you to realize the best outcome for the work. In other
words, spend time in your planning considering what the outcome of the work might be
if it was developed as a painting, or a sculpture, or a series of photographs, then justify
the choice that you make.



Broadly speaking, there are three areas in which the work of other
artists can inform your own art-making.

Representation
Representation refers to the way that an artist represents the world
around them. You may be looking for a particular style of representation
to use in your own art-making.

Styles of representation include:

o naturalistic, figurative, mimetic, objective - all of these terms
describe forms of representation that are realistic or true to nature

o impressionistic - literally referencing the l9th-century lmpressionists

who sought to capture the fleeting effects of light on their subject matter,

often through quick painting in short brushstrokes, but today indudes
representations based on a subjective or personal response to a subject

o stylized - where particular forms or visual qualities are distorted or
embellished to conform to a particular style or aesthetic

o simpliflcation - where the level of detail is reduced

o expressionistic - concemed with the conveying of emotion, often through
the exaggeration of particular visual qualities, such as colour or line

e abstract - literally refers to the practice of representation that has

started with a recognizable subject matter, but through a process of
simpliflcation, reduction, distortion or exaggeration, a schematized
version is produced

r non-objective - usually concerned with the arrangement of visual
elements, such as geometric shapes, rather than the representation of
objects.

Material/technical practice
Material or technical practice refers to ways in which a particular artist
routinely employs materials and media in their art-making so that it
becomes a recognizable style or "artistic voice". When your critical
investigation is concerned with an artist's material or technical practice
you are most likely to be interested in what forms the artist has used and
how they have used the media and tools of that form.

Conceptual practice
Conceptual practice refers to the ideas and concepts that an artist
explores through their art-making. This can be as simple or concrete as

the subject matter they choose to represent, or the genre within which
choose to work, or it could be more abstract themes and ideas

ing world issues or philosophy.

willthis look like in mg process portfolio?
criterion B, you need to demonstrate genuine critical engagement

h the work of other artists that has been used to help shape and
your own art-making. TWo descriptors are used to judge the level

success of your investigation: the depth of the investigation and how
y the investigation relates to your own art-making.

biographical information about artists with little or no
to their own work will get only the lowest level of achievement.
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To achieve the higher mark levels of criterion B, you will need to

engage critically with the work of a number of artists whose works are

rr.tpi"g to inform or influence youl own aft-making practice, which yo

then reflect upon. T]he viswal arts guide does not specify a model to use

when critically investigating the work, so any approach that involves

analysing, deconstructing, interpreting and evaluating speciflc works of

other artists will be accePtable.

while developing a body of work, use your visual arts journal to record yor

investigationi into, other artists and artworks. While the biography of an

artist riight be int|resting, the assessment criteria do not make any marks

available for knowing it, so focus on analysing, interpreting and evaluating

the work, particularly in terms of how the work is inspiring and informing

yorrr o-n urt-making practice. Successful pages, or extracts from successfu

pug"t, can be selected for use in your process portfolio submission'

Try to work visually. Annotating a reproduction of an image is an

efflcient way of analysing and interpreting an artwork' Make a good

colour reproduction of the selected artwork. Include with it appropriatt

citation lines that include:

. artist,s name (artist's nationality, date of biJth to date of death)

. title of artwork (year of completion)

o medium

o size

. source (where you retrieved the image)'

strictly speaking, acknowledging the artist's nationality and date of birt

to date of death is not a necessity, but it is a good habit to develop. It

helps you consider the context within which an artist created their wo

Uuiis ilso likely to be helpful when you come to choose artists for the

comparative study, where at least two of the works you investigate ne(

to be drawn from different cultural contexts'

Then use call-outs (text boxes that are connected to arlows that point tt

significant features in the work) to analyse and/or interpret the work.I
could use one colour for analysis and another colour for interpretation'

when analysing, you need to consider how formal and visual qualities

have been used in the work. You should consider the elements of desil

(line, colour, shape, value, texture, space) and the principles of design

(emphasis, variety, unity, balance, rhythm, focal point) and in the text

boxes describe how these are used in the work and to what effect.

When interpreting, you are looking for various signs and symbols that thr

artist has used in the work to convey a meaning to the viewer. Is a partict

mood or atmosphere established in the work? How is this accomplished?

Does the work tell a story? Be speculative when discussing interpretation

of artworks. Everyone that looks at an afiwork brings to their pelception

that artwork all of their experiences and might see aspects differently' Usi

phrases such as ,,this might Suggest .. .,, or.,,possibly implying that . ..,, doe

not reflect that you ale unsule of yourself. Rather, it suggests that you arr

aware that other interpretations are possible and equally valid'

It is also appropriate, and encouraged, for your critical investigation tc

informed by research. Just be sure to acknowledge the sources of you
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research when they have contributed to your understanding of the work
using the referencing style of your school or college.

Another sound method of analysis for the process portfolio is practical
engagement with an artist's style or technique. Tyaditional training in the
arts often included spending many hours in the galleries and museums
of the world faithfully copying the works of the masters, emulating the
technique and style of the artist. Explore how your own imagery might
develop when painted in the style of Anselm ICefer, or your drawing of
figures when stylized and simplified in the style of Henri Matisse, or your
photography when using the framing devices of Robert Mapplethorpe.

The results can be photographed and annotated for your process portfolio.
Include reference images of the artist's work that you are emulating
to make comparisons and to clearly demonstrate to the examiner the
connections between your work and the artist that you are exploring.
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ln this image, Coralie has investigated
the work of contemporarg Portuguese
artist Duarte vit6ria. she has included
two images sourced from the artistb
website (note the references) and
has then cropped the areas that have
interested her and attempted to paint
in Vit6ria's stgle. The annotations she
has included reflect Coralie's response
to the work in a personal manne4 but
would have been a stronger submission
if the commentarg had included more
criti ca I la ngu age that justif ied or
explained whg she found the images to
be beautiful.
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technical skills and media with the realization of your intention or the
communication of ideas.

If you explore concrete and literal ideas with predictable art-making
outcomes you will only reach the lowest level of achievement. At this
level there is limited evidence of ideas being reviewed and permitted to
develop as your technical skills and conceptual understandings develop,
where artworks fail to move far beyond media experiments or literal
representations of ideas or concepts.

If you demonstrate original ideas that are a springboard for the further
development of more sophisticated ideas or divergent ideas that take you
in new directions that challenge and extend you, you will be reaching
the highest levels of achievement. At this level there is evidence of
skilful and intelligent application of media to realize your artistic
intention that communicates ideas to an audience.

Purposes of art
Thinking about the purpose of art can be helpful when developing ideas

for your own art-making. It may help to simplify the purpose into which
artworks fall into flve broad categodes.

o Artistic expression: what the French call " arl pour l'art" or art for
the sake of art itself; where art is about expressing yourself and
communicating emotions, feelings or ideas.

o Ceremonial: where the art is created as a part of, or to support, a
cultural or spiritual practice or undertaken as an act of devotion or
worship.

o Functional: where art is created to serve a utilitarian function, such

as product design; decoration is also a function.

o Narrative: where art tells a story or describes events or experiences; the
stories can be mythical, fantasy or historical and are often allegorical.

r Persuasive: where art promotes a particular idea, belief, philosophy
or product.

Some guiding questions for considering ideas and intentions

The following questions may be helpful to consider, and write answers

for, in your visual arts journal when you begin a new artwork.

. Why are you doing this work? (The answer is not "because I need to
complete between 8 to lt artworks".)

o What do you want to share with your audience? What idea/theme/
message would you like the completed work to convey?

. Why is this important?

r What lasting impact do you want the work to have?

o What visual and formal qualities will you use to effectively
communicate your ideas and intentions?

o What imagery will you use to effectively communicate your ideas

and intentions?

o What form and medium/media would be the most suitable to
achieve my intentions?

Does an artwork have to "sag

something" to be meaningful?

ln gour class, organize a debate

on the question, "Does an

artwork have to'saU something

to be meaningful?" 0rganize

gourselves into two sides of

the argument: the government,

supportingthe idea that an

artwork has to sag something

to be meaningful; and the

opposition, supporting the

idea that an artwork does not

have to sag somethingto be

meaningful. Both sides should

find examples of artto use to

support th€ir position.
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A pitfall for immature artists is

underestimating their audience

and makingthe meaning

behind an artworktoo literal or

obvious. This usuallg haPPens

when students trg to Produce

persuasive artworks on issues

thattheU are Passionate about'

Meaning can be develoPed

through lagers and with

subtletu. To avoid overlg literal

work or work that relies on

visual clich6s, think about

Uour concept from a range of

perspectives and trg to raise

questions, rather than draw

conclusions.

There are manU strategies and techniques that can be useful to visual arts

studentswhendeveloprngandselectingideasforart.making'Thefollowingcan
be used individuallg as st-arting points, but often are more powerful if combined.

Brainstorming using stickg notes: Using a pad of stickg notes' write down

.u.rg por.iOtJ rrt-t1*ing idea that comes into gour head' The ideas.can range

from-s'ingle words to pft,alses, but limit each stickg note to a single idea' As

each idea is written on a stickg note, stick the note on a desk' window or wall'

Stopafter20minutesorwhen-thedesk'windoworwalliscoveredinstickg
notes. Then spend 15 minutes reviewing what gou have written on each stickg

note.YouCangroupCommonorrelatedideastogetherbgsimplgrearranging
the notes and eliminate ideas that are too crazg or just plain sillg bg removing

the stickg note. Then take up to three ofthe most viable ideas and transfer

them to gour visual arts journal where 9ou can flesh them out further' perhaps

with mind maps or concept webs, or bg doodling and sketching'

Brain dumping: Brain dumping is a similar process to brainstorming in that

it aims to transfer ideas from ihe brain to anothqr storage sgstem such as

gour visual artsjournal. Brain dumping might begin as a list of ideas that gou

startto make in gourvisual artslournal' but becomes a bit more organic and

fluid as gou starimakingthe list of ideas and gou get other ideas or make a

list of related tasks which gou jot down as Uou go' lt is a good idea to.set a

time limit ro do gour initial"urain dump. when the time runs out, finish writing

the last point,then startto organize and evaluatethe points' lt mag be useful

to categorize the ideas into 
,,clncepts,, and "medium/techniques" or "now",

"magbe later" and "probablg not"'

Concept webs and mind maPs: Concept webs and mind maps are visual/written

techniquesusedtoexpanduponideas.Afterbrainstormingorbraindumping,
theg are a powerful wau to take keg ideas and flesh them out' With either concept

webs or mind maps, place the Xeg iOea at the centre or bottom of the page' and

flesh out or develop the idea furtlier with branches that are used to explore it

from various points of view. Mind maps most often result in a tree or root-like

image,whileconceptwebstakeonaweborstarburstshape'Whendeveloping
ideas for art-making using concept webs or mind maps' it is a good idea to add

sketches, cartoons and doodles to the page so uour brain is alreadg beginningto

giu" uirr"f form to gour ideas' This is also more interesting for the examiner'

Communication of ideas and intentions: satisfging the whole

criterion
So far we have looked at a range oI approaches to help define, narr,w

down and. refine the ideas you want to explore in your art-making, bt

thisreallyonlyaddressesthefirstaspectofcriterionC.Thelirstparto
theleveldescriptorsdealswithcommunicatingideasandintentsfrom
"listing" in the lowest level (worth I or 2 marks) to "clearly articulatir

in the highest level (worth 5 or 6 marks)'

The second part of the level clescriptors requires you to communicate

how you have incorporated technical skills and use of media and

materials into your ideas and intentions to develop your worl< further

Thorough clocumentation of your art-making process is the be st way

for you"to communicate this' Using your visual arts iournal' annotate



a range of experiments, photographs of your work as it develops,

reworked planning sketches and diagrams with clear explanations of

why you are doing what you are doing, and how it helps you better

convey your ideas and intentions to your audience.

At various points in the development of an artwork, it is good practice

to go back to these formative pages in your visual arts journal to revisit

what your original intentions were, and to see how your work has

developed or is developing. sometimes it is helpful to add additional

annotations to old pages, particularly if your work changed directions,

such as a reworking of the image, composition or a change in media.

Don't change or alter your earlier notes. simply update them, explaining

why you made the changes. You can also make cross teferences to the

more recent pages in your visual arts journal.

When it is time to start assembling youl plocess poltfolio, you will have

built up a wealth of evidence in your visual arts journal that shows how
you have assimilated your conceptual plactice (your ideas and concepts)

with your material and technical practice (your art-making practice),

which addresses the second aspect of criterion C.

Understanding criterion D: reviewing, refining and reflecting

Many a fi.rst-year student at art college has been frustrated by the advice

given by lecturers that if the student can visualize the final outcome of

an artwork before they start it, then there is no point in beginning it.

what does that mean? How do you begin to make an image if you don't
know what the image is before you start?

Art-making and the practice of being an artist is a discipline. It involves

growth and development that is personal, intellectual and technical.

You are not the same artist today aS you were yestelday. As soon as you

begin to create a work of art you are developing a set of skills as an artist.

Your brain is constantly engaged in high-order thinking as it continually
evaluates your work, while simultaneously directing your body as

it gives visual form to the ideas and concepts that were conceived in
your mind. Your fine motor skills develop as you engage your fingers

and hands to undertake the physical task of art-making. As you work,
you accumulate a repertoire of skills in leplesentation, rendering or

modelling as you seek to make the outcome of your endeavours submit

to your artistic intentions.

Each artwork you develop will involve research and planning, making,

reflecting, problem-solving, reworking, reflecting some more, refining
until your work is resolved to your satisfaction or you give up trying'
However, regardless of the outcome, be it a success or failure, you will
have grown as an artist. Your ideas and understandings will have become

more sophisticated and your skills more diverse and more sharply honed.

Reviewing and reflning your own work and practices and reflecting

0n your growth as an artist are critical disciplines to adopt in order to

improve your art-making practice.

For criterion D, you need to show that you can review and refine

selected ideas, skills, processes and techniques, and reflect on the

acquisition of skills and your development as a visual artist.

Evaluating and reflecting upon

Uour own art-making practice

can occur at anu stage during

the art-making process, not

just at the end. A simPle routine

Uou can use is asking gourself

these questions and answering

the questions in gour visual

arts journal:

What's working? [What are the

strengths in gour work?]

What's not working? lwhat
are the weaknesses or what's

not going as well as gou had

hoped?J

What have I learned about

mgself as an artist? [Has gour

work revealed some things that

Uou are good at, or some things

that Uou need to develop?J
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L Pablo Picasso fSpanish, 1881-1973J,
Self-Portrait with Palette [ 190 6]

L Pablo Picasso (Spanish,
1 8 8 1 * 1 9 7 3 J, Les Dem oiselles
dAvignon (1907J

Look at Picasso's Les Demoiselles d'Avignon This is considered one the most
signif icant images of modern western art, certainlg in the development of the
stule known as Cubism. What do gou notice? Do gou think the work is unif ied?
Does the work look finished? Compare the three figures on the left of the
canvas to the two figures on the right. Look specificallg at how their faces are
represented. How do theg differ?

Daniel-Henrg Kahnweiler was a contemporarU art dealer to picasso, and one
of the first champions of the emerging stule of cubism. Kahnweiler perceived
Les Demoiselles d'Avignon as the beginning of Cubism. He recognized the
incongruent representations between the left- and right-hand sides of the
painting. ln his book The Rise of Cubism [1920J Kahnweiler writes:

€arly in 7907 Picosso begon o stronge large painting depicting women,fruit
and draperg, which he left unJinished. It cannat be called otherthan unJinished,
even though it represents o lang period of work. Begun in the spirit of the works
of 1906, it contains in one section the endesvors of 7g0Z and thus never
constitutes o uniJied whole. {
The nudes, with lorge, quiet eges, stand rigid, Iike mannequins. Their stffi round
bodies are Jlesh-colored, black and white. Thot is the st7le of 1906.

ln the foreground, howeve7 olien to the stAle of the rest of the pointing, oppear o
crouching Jigure and a bowl of fruit. These forms qre drown angulorlg, not roundlg
modeled in chiaroscuro. The colors are luscious blue, strident gellow, next to pure
black ond white. This is the beginning of Cubism, the Jirst upsurge, o desperote
titonic closh with oll of the problems qt once.

what Kahnweiler observes as unfinished in Picasso's piece is in fact evidence
of an artist in the midst of reviewing and refiningtheirwork from a stgle of
representation as seen in his sef-Po rtrait with Folette [1906] to the more angular
and fractured stgle that was to become recognizable as Analgtical Cubism.

Showing evidence of reviewing and refining Uour work
At the lowest level of achievement for this aspect of criterion D, there is
usually limited evidence of any reviewing or refining. There is a sense that
once a work is "flnished", another work is started, independent of what has
been completed before, while at the highest level of achievement, there is
evidence that the student's art-making practice includes an ongoing process
of reviewing and refining ideas, skills, processes and techniques in which the
successes and failures in previous work inform and enrich subsequent work.

Working out ways to make your work better is an important part of your
development as an artist. Coming to the conclusion that you cannot
realize your original idea is nothing to be ashamed of. perhaps you
were not familiar enough with the limitations of a particular drawing
or painting medium, or perhaps the laws of physics prevent you from
realizing an ambitious sculptural form. coming up against these problems
and finding ways to work around them is how you learn as an artist.

If you finish a work and are not completely satisfied with the outcome,
working through a different form or medium can be a good strategy
to review and refine your work and compel you to think differently
about the idea or imagery. You can use the art-making forms table as a
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resource for this. Take a painting, for example, and think about how you
could represent the same idea sculpturally.

Documenting the process of your own art-making as you go is the best

way to ensure that you will have sufficient evidence to address the flrst
aspect of criterion D. If you have access to a camera, take a photo of your
work at the start of the lesson and again at the end. Do this throughout the
process. As you go, get into the habit of printing the photos and pasting

them thoughtfully into your visual arts journal. Annotate each photograph,
describing what you have done in each image, and explain why. Pay

particular attention to points through your art-making process where you
were presented with a problem or a challenge that needed to be resolved,

and explain and evaluate the solution, especially if the solution resulted in
you having to divert from your original designs and plans. These pages can

be scanned or photographed for inclusion in your process portfolio. You do

not need to include images of you working on your work, unless this really
demonstrates your involvement in a complex project that may otherwise be

misconstrued as the work of someone else and not your own.

Reflecting on Uour work and Uour development as an artist
At the lowest level of achievement for this aspect of criterion D,

reflection is superficial and descriptive or completely unrealistic;
described outcomes are not reflected in the evidence. At the highest level
ol achievement, the student considers all aspects of their art-making
practice including skills, ideas, techniques and processes, and makes
realistic and considered evaluation of successes and failures.

It is a mistake to think that reflection is part of the art-making practice that
can only be done at the end of the process when the artwork is flnished.
You should be reflecting on your processes and your own development as

an artist throughout your course, so make a habit of doing this regularly in
your visual arts journal. You can always add to these with additional text
boxes when you select the final evidence for your process portfolio.

Reflection does not come easily to everyone. It fits into a range of
higher-order thinking skills known as metacognition (or thinking that
is about thinking). To meet the highest levels of criterion D, you need
t0 include meaningful and assured reflection upon the skills you have
acquired and your development as an artist.

The following questions can be used to help promote your reflective
thinking:

. What are you trying to achieve in your work?

o How well did you achieve it?

t What are your strengths as an artist?

t What strengths do you see in your work?

I What problems have you faced?

. What are your limitations as an artist?

I How have you attempted to overcome perceived weaknesses?

Who/what has influenced you and why?

What has been your greatest area of growth as an artist?

The more opinions the better

When gou review gourwork,

gour opinions and those of

Uourteacher are important, but

gour classmates mag be gour

greatest untapped resource.

A class critique can be verg

useful as other students
identifg what theg like and don't

like about a work, and pose

questions like:

"Have gou thought of ..." or

"Are gou familiar with the work

of ... "

Different perspectives can

help gou determine how well

gour work is progressing and

how close Uou are gettingto
realizing gour intent.

Participating in a group critique

can be quite uncomfortable.

Giving and receiving

constructive criticism requires

a reasonable level of emotional

intelligence. lt is important that

the group establishes some

ground rules that help to make

everUone feel more comfortable

and at ease. Bookending

negative feedback with two
positive affirmations can be a

good wag to do this.
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Most students are familiar with

an assortment of adjectives

that might be appropriate when

used in informal conversation

with peers, but should certainlg

not be used in submitted

works or examinations. When

reflecting upon and evaluating

Uour own work, gou can add

to that list of adjectives words

like "nice" and "good". When

gou evaluate the success ofan

aspect of gour work, or justifg

a choice gou have made, use

full sentences that articulate

the effect or impact of what gou

have done to the work.

For example: "l decided to keep

the sculpture white, ratherthan

applging the different f inishes

as I had intended in mg original

plan, and it resulted in a more

unified form."

This is better than: "l decided

to leave the sculpture white

because it looked nice."

Section 4

Understanding criterion E: presentation and subject-

specific language
Criterion E carries the smallest weighting of all of the assessment criteria

with a maximum mark of 4. This shows that the content of your process

portfolio, that is, the content that is assessed against criteria A to D, is

of more signiflcance than how you present your work and the language

that you use to do it. But as avisual coulse, presentation is important
enough to give a mark value to, and as one of the learner profile
attributes is to be communicators, value is also placed on the subject-

specific language we use to describe visual arts.

While the value of this criterion is smaller, it is nonetheless an important

consideration in your process portfolio. It is the one criterion that
is likely to be evident on every screen you include and investing
time in getting it right will ensure that your ideas and plocesses ale

communicated clearly and effectively in an engaging manner, which is
likely to positively impact your assessment against the othel criteria.

Presentation: what constitutes a "screen"?

The term "screen" is used in both the comparative study and process

portfolio task outlines. The Visual arts guide does not specify the

orientation of a screen (landscape or portrait), the size and resolution,

nor the number of words included on a screen.

The use of the word "screen" is intentional' It is a constant reminder

that this task has to be submitted electronically. Your submission will
be viewed by the examiner on a computel scleen. The screens are not
uploaded individually, but combined into a single portable document

file (PDF) with a maximum flle size of 20 megabytes. (Note that the IB

Assessment Centre may adjust this requirement from exam session to

session. Your teacher can check the most updated requirements in the

annually published Handbook of procedures for the Diploma Programme.)

students studying at sL must submit 9-18 screens, while HL students

submit 13-25 scleens. The screens must show evidence of a sustained

art-making practice that involves research, experimentation,
manipulation and refinement of a variety of art-making proiects.

Screens need to be static. They cannot include dynamic elements like

animations, transitions, embedded media (video or audio) files or

hyperlinks and QR codes. It should be possible to read each screen

without having to zoom in and out to read the text.

The IB does not prescribe how screens are to be produced. For the

vast majority of students, the most effective way of working will be to

scan or photograph pages from the visual arts journal, then assemble

them as a single PDF document. Othel students like to use presentation

programmes such as Microsoft@ PowerPoint@ or Apple@ I(eynote@, both

of which can be saved as PDF flles. Screens can also be crafted with a

range of Adobe products including InDesign and Photoshop. One or

a combination of all of these is possible. You will need to choose the

process that best suits your way of working and will be the most time

effective. It is important that youl art-making practice is your main

focus and that publishing your plocess portfolio does not become an

end in itself.



Presentation: Making the most of the "screen,,
The key terms in the top level descriptor for the presentation aspect of
criterion E are explained in the table below. you should keep these terms
in mind whenever you work in your visual arts journal, and when you
start assembling your process portfolio.

Clear I(eep the register of your writing informal, but technically accurate. Write any annotations
as if you are writing to a friend who knows something about art, but rrruy noi necessarily
be an expert in the particular form you are working in. Explain what you are doing and
how you are doing it. Using headings can be helpful too, both to you in organizing your
thoughts and ideas, but also to an examiner who is looking for evidenc. of ho* you have
addressed each criterion.

Coherent If you are using your visual arts journal appropriately and authentically as a vital and
integrated part of your art-making practice, it might not always be the most coherent
document to pick up and read. This is particularly true if you are the sort of person that
needs to have a couple of artworks in development at the same time. When you assemble
your process portfolio, it usually makes good sense to reanange the order of the pages to
create a narrative that documents the development of a particular artwork. In doing this,
you might find some gaps in the narrative. You can always add these digitdlly when you start
assembling the PDF flle, or you can add cross references, for example, "r.. ,ir.".r 9 1or ...,,

ViSually
appropriate

Avoid putting text over busy backgrounds and textures. When working in your visual arts
journal, keep the idea of a screen in your mind when you lay your work out. Avoid writing
around curvilinear forms like spirals, and changing the direction of your writing. These
work in a book that you can rotate easily, but it is more of a challenge to read on screen. If
you are constructing your process portfolio digitally, choose a font and colour scheme and
use them throughout the presentation.

If you are using pages from your visual arts journal in your process portfolio, your
handwriting is important. consider the size of your sketchbook against the size of the average
computer screen. Unless your visual arts journal is '{4 or letter format size, it is likely that
your handwriting will look smaller on screen. I(eep your annotations to a reasonable size
but references and citations can be smaller. Examiners can zoom in and usually only need to
look carefully at the citations if something is looking suspicious. printing is usually easier to
read than cursive writing. Contrast is also important. Black pen reproduces best, but if you
use black pen to annotate a graphite pencil drawing, a scanner may adjust the exposure for
the black pen and wash out your drawing. If when you assemble your process poitfolio you
find some of your handwriting hard to read, you can always cover it with a text box and
transcribe the text within the program you are using. Also, consider leaving a margin on each
side of the page to avoid text being cropped when you scan or photograpnirre page.

If you are creating your process portfolio digitally, limit the number of fonts you use and
use them consistently, perhaps using one font for headings and another for the body. For
the body text, a simple standard font is better than something too ornate. I(eep your body
text to I2 points, but use smaller sizes for footnotes or citations. your screen will be opened
in an electronic marking platform and will not take up the entire screen, so some reduction
of size will occur.

An engaging process portfolio is interesting for the reader. Use a good balance of visuals
and text. Do not overdecorate pages with irrelevant embellishments. Using coloured text
fields to highlight more important content can be a good way of breaking up information,
and wherever possible, use a good image of an illustration in the place oi copious amounts
of text. All images should be accompanied by some explanation, as well as any neccssary
citations. Always consider your layout and how you place images and text.
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Usi ng subject-sPecific la nguage

Every fleld of human endeavour has its own vocabulary or jargon' This

is sometimes relerred to as metalanguage - ianguage that is used to

describe language.

within the visual arts, when we engage critically with artworks we might

refer to the fundam."tuLu'p"tts ttrat wort< together to make an artwork

suchastheelemen".""aprinciplesofdesign.Thisiswhatwearereferring
towhenweconsid.eranddiscusselementslikecoiour,line,shape,textule
and value, or principles like rhythm' variety' balance and emphasis'

Weusealangeofnounstoassociateartistsandartworkstoparticuiar
styies, schooli and movements in art history such as Realism'

Impressionism, cuui# and rop' w1al1o t'i" u tuttg" of terminology that

de s crib e s p articular conventions' te chnique s and proce 
:1tj, Ttotttnut 

t"d

within the various forms of art-making that afiists engage m'

AII of these aspects form a rich subject-specific language that you should

embraceandusefluentlyaSyoubegintotakeyourart-makingpractice
seriously. As you begin *otkitg in a new form' make-il::3"tutY
list of all the new t.i-, you are taught or come aqross in your own

independenr r"r"u,.h' fAiftt" yo' "it the terms for the first time in your

visual arts journal, it is a good id"u to highlight or underiine the term

and include a definition'

When describing your art-making' get into the habit of using hue colour

names to describe your use of colour'

Forexample:"Herelhavetsedlndiaredatdrawsiennawrlhtitanium
white lor mY base skin tone'"I

1,

I

I

I

lntent: refers to authorial intent

or, in other words, what the

artist hoPes to accomPlish,

achieve or communicate

through a work of art' An intent

can be sPecific, concrete and

i literat or oPen-ended and

I abstract.
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This is better than: "I used

make a skin colour'"
a red-brown and brown-orange with white to

Alsousetechnicaltermstodescribeyoulprocess:,,Iscumbledsometitanium
white mixed with a small amount of Naples yellow over-the thickly impasted

ultramarine blue paint in the foreground to emphasize the texture'"

Assembling gour Process portfolio
The IB does not prescribe how to assemble or organize the contents of

Vo.r, pr...t, porifotio. The approach that follows assumes that most

stud.entswillrelyonthe.u'.t,'iselectionofvisuaialtsjournalpages
to assemble their process portfolio' It uses a logical and mathematical

considerationofthep'ott"portfolioassessmentcriteriatoproposea
guide for the selection of pages for both SL and HL students'

Firstly, students studying at SL must submit work that shows they have

worked in at Ieast two a"rt-making forms, each from separate columns of

the art-making forms table, while HL students must show that at least

threeart-makingformshavebeenexplored,selectedfromaminimumof
two columns on the art-making forms table. Therefore, a priority of the

selection of ,.r."nrlo' tttt p'ol"" portfolio must be to demonstrate that

these requirements have been met'

Secondly,theVisualartsguidestatesthatanyimageappea-ringina
;;;;r, fortfolio of u wJrk in its final resolved stare which is going to

be inciuded in the exhibition component must include a statement

alongside the reproduction of the work' making it clear that the image



is the final resolved work as inciuded in the exhibition' works that

have not been included in the exhibition, of course, may be included

without such restrictions. There is no directive for the process poltfolio

to document the processes of all of the work submitted in the exhibition'

It may be more effective to focus on the plocesses of fewer works that

address the minimum form requirement and provide a deeper insight

into your art-making Practice.

Thirdly, it is good practice for students to aim to include the maximum

numbir of screens for the level in which they have enrolled (9-I8 for

SL,13-25 for HL). There is no penalty for submitting work with fewer

screens, but this is because this is usually found to be self-limiting -
students cannot meet the highest levels of the assessment criteria

because they are providing insufficient evidence. Similarly, if students

submit only the minimum number of screens in the range then they are

limiting their chances of meeting all of the criteria'

Do not include a title scleen. Students should not include identifying

details, such as their name, school name, school number or candidate

number on any screen throughout the submission. This is to prevent

an examiner from making presumptions about the candidate, the type

of school they attend, or the country or region they come from' When

identifying images that are your own work, Iabels such as "my own

photo$aph" or "student's artwork" work well' The title of the work'

medium or media used, and the size of the work are also expected and

helpful when your work is being assessed'

Now that we have covered the basics, it is time to select the most

appropriate pages to put in the process poltfolio. Given that criterion

f'pt"i.ntution and subject-specific language is likely to be covered on

most, if not all screens, we are going to focus on selecting material to

demonstrate your achievement against criteria A to D'

consider the marks that are availabie for each criterion. criterion A

worth a maximum of 12 marks or 350h of the total marks. when

discount criterion E, as it is likely to be represented on every page'

4Oo/" of.the screen content should attempt to address criterion A,

ile criteria B, c and D with a maximum of 6 marks each should each

represented by 2O% of the screen content'

a set of four different coloured sticky notes, assign a colour to

of the criteria. Now go through your visual arts journal and use the

A When compilinggourProcess
portfoli o, gou r vi su al a rts teach er

is one of gour most valuable

resou rces. Yo u r tea che r can give

gou feedback on a single draft

of gour process Portfolio.This
feedbackis most useful as it can

highlight ang criteria that have not

been addressed orwhere more

ctarification is required such as

ann otati ons o r ad diti o nal visual

evidence.

red sticky notes to select pages that best show your achievement

st the corresponding assessment criteria. Do not worry if some pages

more than one coloured sticky note assigned to them; this is not

mmon and will just give you more scope for including more pages'

:e the best pages of the visual arts journal are colourfully flagged with

sticky notes, you can start narrowing down your selection' Each

rk you include in your process portfolio should have sufficient

Ls to address each of the criteria well. The table below can be

I as a guide, but essentia\ you are looking for two to three screens

artwork to address criterion A, and one to two screens each for

ion B, criterion C and criterion D.

selected page will need to be photographed or scanned and

led into a single 20 megabyte PDF document. Some scannets
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have a function that will scan images directly to PDF fiIes. These can

then be assembled into the desired order using software such as Adobe

Acrobat Pro. Such programs will also take separate jpeg fi.les, such as

those created by a digital camela, and combine them into a single PDF

document.

Review every page to ensule that no sides or edges have been cropped

and that the exposure is appropriate. Also, proofread the document to

ensure that the scleen order is logical and coherent. If you feel further

clarification is required, you can add additional text boxes to include

more information as needed.

The last step is to save the document. Most plograms will give you the

option to save the flle in a way that optimizes it for viewing on the

web or on screen. This should compless the document sufficiently to

be under the maximum flle size of 20 megabytes without adversely

affecting the quality of your document. You should, nevertheless, always

review your work to be sure before you upload it.

Criterion Suitable evidence Recommended
number of screens

total for SL

(per artwork -
minimum of two
forms from two

columns)

Recommended
number of screensa

total for HL

(per artwork -
minirnum of three
work from at least

two columns)

A

Technical research into a particular form
or medium

Experimentation with media

Evidence of considered and purposeful
manipulation of media to suit intentions

Evaluation of the appropriateness of the
media for the intended outcome

Justification of the media used

4-7 screens total

(2-3 screens per work)

5-10 screens

(2-3 screens per work)

B

Cdtical investigations of other artists,

styles, artworks and artifacts

Annotated copies of other artists' artworks

Critical analysis

Responses to museum and gallery visits

Art-making experiments using the
imagery, style or technique of a particular
artist or style

Producing copies of works " after" a
particular artist; written reflections on the
connections between an investigated artist
and their own work

Comparisons of own art-making with the
work of artists that have been investigated

2-4 screens total

(l-2 screens per work)

3-5 screens total

(l-2 screens per work)
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C

Concept maps of ideas and themes

Annotated brainstorming pages from
visual arts journal

Statement of artistic intent; planning of
imagery with annotations considering
how meaning might be conveyed through
the work

Preliminary drawing, sketching,
thumbnails, designs

2-4 screens total

(l-2 screens per work)

3-5 screens total

(l-2 screens per work)

D

Various trials of compositional
arrangements with annotations

Reworking imagery employing different
techniques or media

Mediating original outcomes through
alternative choices in forms, media and
materials

Reflections and evaluations made
throughout the progress of a work,
resulting in changes in direction, imagery
or technique and reasons given for this

Examples of artworks with developing
levels of resolution evident

Reflection on own development as an afiist

2-4 screens total

(1-2 screens per work)

J-5 screens total

(1-2 screens per work)

Maximum of l8 screens Maximum of 25 screens

There are an enormous range of models and routines that can be used to criticallg analgse a work of art. Among these, Edmund

Burke Feldman's critical analgsis model from Vorieties of Visual€xperience [1987] has been successfullg used bg high school

students for over 30 gears. The following routine of questions adapts Feldman's model to suit the purposes of the process portfolio:

Describe What is the form? [painting, sculpture, mural, advertisement].

What is the format? [scroll, easel painting, magazine image].

What is the medium? [charcoal, acrglic, oils, etching].

What is the subject matter? [Non-objective or f igurative, ie: landscape, portrait, nude, still life etc.]

ls there a narrative? Does the image tell a storg?

What culture? [European, ancient, modernist, postmodernist,tribal, Chinese].

Analgse How have the elements of design Iline, colour, tonalvalue, texture, shape etcJ been used ?

How have the principles of design Irhgthm, balance, focal point, emphasis etc] been used?

Whattechniques and methods Iconventional or non-conventional, direct or indirectJ have been used?

What is the stgle of representation Iimpressionistic, expressionistic, abstract, simplif ied, stulized etcJ?

lnterpret Does the work evoke a mood or emotion? What is the mood or emotion and how is it created?

ldentifg and interpret ang signs, sgmbols or codes that are used in the work to conveg meaning?

lf the work has a narrative, explain how the storu is conveged. Does it have an allegorical signif icance?

Relevance What relevance or what connections can Uou make to gour own work?
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